
This beautiful French design has swags mounted on a pole. The high pipe of the jabot is attached to the same 
pole. The jabot then droops down and over so the low pipe can attach to the post of a decorative holdback. A 
return can hook to the wall. The jabot can hang to the floor or at any level off the floor. Swag widths extend 18" 
to 30" each. Swag depth is 22" from the top of the pole. Droop area is about 2 1/2" below a 2" pole. A simple 
return pattern is given if a jabot is not desired. Alterations are not recommended. 

Fabric Suggestions: Soft to moderately crisp fabrics work well. Three pleats will stack. Bulky fabrics can cause 
problems. Stripes work well. Contrast lining is needed for the jabot and for the swag pipes. Optional interlining 
instructions are included. Any trims used will need to be able to curve. 

YARDAGE 

If you are using the jabots, subtract 22" from your width measurements. Divide the remaining measurement 
into equal units to determine your swags size. Swag size must be between 18" to 30" only. The pole would 
need to be cut wide enough for the swags, plus 2", plus room for the decorative brackets. 

When using the swags with a regular return (no jabot), subtract a total of 2", then divide into equal units. 

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so you 

can determine how they will fit on your fabric. 
! 

Each jabot ................ the pattern is .................. 40" wide x 87" deep 
Each pipe ................. the pattern is .................. 10" wide x 20 1/2" deep 
Each return ............. the pattern is .................. 7 1/2" wide x 22" deep 

18" wide swag .. , ....... the pattern is ........ (upright cut) 28" wide x 28" deep 
(bias cut) 33" wide x 33" deep 

24" wide swag .......... the pattern is ........ (upright cut) 33" wide x 28" deep 
(bias cut) 36" wide x 36" deep 

30" wide swag .......... the pattern is ........ (upright cut) 38" wide x 28" deep 
(bias cut) 40" wide x 40" deep 

Same amount of lining will be needed. 

Yardage for Trims: 
(maximum) Each jabot .................................... 91" 

Each Pipe ..................................... 11" 
Each Return ................................. 8" 
18" wide swag ............................ 25" 
24" wide swag ............................ 28" 
30" wide swag ............................ 34" 
1/2" cord for 3 tassels ................. about 3 yards 

If using gimp with curls, use trim yardage plus 11" for every curl. 

More detailed information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet. 
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